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Technique 1  

Wrigley’s chewing gum was actually developed as a premium to be given away with other products rather than as a 

primary product for sale. As a teenager, William Wrigley Jr. was working for his father in Chicago selling soap that had been 
manufactured in his father’s factory. The soap was not very popular with merchants because it was priced at five cents, and this 
selling price did not leave a good profit margin for the merchants. Wrigley convinced his father to raise the price to ten cents 
and to give away cheap umbrellas as a premium for the the merchants. This worked successfully and showed Wrigley that the 
use of premiums was an effective sales tool. 

Wrigley then established his own company; in his company he was selling soap as a wholesaler, giving baking soda away 
as a premium, and using a cookbook to promote each deal. Over time, the baking soda and cookbook became more popular 
than the soap, so Wrigley began a new operation selling baking soda. He began hunting for a new premium item to give away 
with sacks of baking soda; he soon decided on chewing gum. Once again, when Wrigley realized that demand for the premium 
was stronger than the demand for the original product, he created the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company to produce and sell chewing 
gum. 

Wrigley started out with two brands of gum, Vassar and Lotta Gum, and soon introduced Juicy Fruit and Spearmint. The 
latter two brands grew in popularity, while the first two were phased out. Juicy Fruit and Spearmint are two of Wrigley’s main 
brands to this day. 

1.  It is NOT indicated in paragraph 1 that young William was working ………….. . 
 1) in Chicago 2) for his father 3) as a soap salesman 4) in his father’s factory 
2. According to paragraph 1, it is true that the soap that young Wrigley was selling ………….. .  
 1) was not originally well-liked 2) was originally priced at 10 cents 
 3) originally provided good profit for merchants 4) never became popular with merchants
3. According to paragraph 2, it is NOT true that when Wrigley first founded his own company, he was ………….. . 
 1) selling soap 2) selling chewing gum  
 3) giving away cookbooks  4) using baking soda as a premium 
4.  It is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 that Wrigley later ………….. . 
 1) sold baking soda  2) used chewing gum as a premium to sell baking soda 
 3) sold chewing gum  4) used baking soda as a premium to sell chewing gum
5. According to paragraph 3, the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company did all of the following EXCEPT………….. . 
 1) begin with two brands of gum 2) add new brands to the original two 
 3) get rid of the last two brands 4) phase out the first two brands 

Unit1 



scanningscanning
(key word)

young William

As a teenager, William Wrigley …. .

(rephrase)
The soap was not very popular with merchants.  

The soap was not originally well-liked. 

“When Wrigley first founded his own company”.

Wrigley then established his own company. 

NOTEXCEPT

baking soda:profit margin:chewing gum:
deal:convince:premium:
demand:confirm:primary:
phase out:wholesaler:merchant:



  

scanning(key word)

According to the passage / paragraph 1, ……  

True / False 

correct / incorrect  

It is stated / mentioned / indicated in the passage that …….. 



Technique 2  

Horatio Alger, Jr. (1832-1899) was the author of more than 100 books for boys in the second half of the nineteenth 

century that focused on the theme of success coming to those who work hard to achieve it. The son of a minister, Alger came 
from a prominent Massachusetts family. He graduated with honors from Harvard in 1852 and graduated from the Cambridge 
Divinity School eight years later. He served as a minister for a short time before moving to New York City in 1866  to devote 
his time to writing inspirational books for boys. 

In many of his books, he wrote about the poor and homeless children of the slums of New York City, seeing them as 
unfortunate pawns of society who, if only given the opportunity, could improve their lot. A general plotline that he followed 
often was of a poor boy who managed to achieve a respectable and successful life by working hard and taking advantage of 
opportunities presented. Though his writing style was characterized by simplicity and repetition, it was well received by his 
target audience; his books were enormously popular, selling millions of copies well into the first few decades of the twentieth 
century. 
1. The word ‘‘that’’ in paragraph 1 refers to …… . 
 1) author 2) books 3) boys 4) half 
2. The word ‘‘it’’ in paragraph 1 refers to…… . 
 1) the second half 2) the nineteenth century 3) 100 books 4) success 
3. The word ‘‘them’’ in paragraph 2 refers to …… . 
 1) books  2) poor children 3) slums 4) pawns of chess 
4. The word ‘‘who’’ in paragraph 2 refers to …… . 
 1) slums 2) society 3) pawns 4) opportunity 
5. The word ‘‘it’’ in paragraph 2 refers to …… . 
 1) style 2) simplicity 3) repetition 4) audience 

Divinity



  

whopawn

thisitwhich

decade:inspirational:author:
pawn of society:achieve:
opportunity:minister:
plotline:prominent:
advantage:graduate:
target:honors:

refer to

New Words 



Technique 3    

Edna Ferber (1887-1968) was a popular American novelist in the first half of the twentieth century. She embarked on her 

career by working as a newspaper reporter in Wisconsin and soon began writing novels. Her first novel, Dawn O’Hara, the Girl 
Who Laughed, was published in 1911, when she was only twenty-four years old. 

Her big break came with the novel So Big (1924), which was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in Literature. The main conflict in 
the novel is between a mother who places a high value on hard work and honor and a son who repudiates his mother’s values, 
instead preferring the easier path to fortune and celebrity. Like many of Ferber’s novels, this novel features a female 
protagonist with strong character who struggles to deal with dilemmas about the importance of status and money. 

Probably the best known of Ferber’s novels was Show Boat (1926), which tells the story of a Southern woman married to a 
charismatic but irresponsible man who leaves her with a daughter she must take great pains to support. In 1927, the novel was 
made into a musical that has endured to the present. 

Other well-known novels by Ferber include Cimarron (1930) and Giant (1952), both of which were made into movies. 
These were epic novels about the settlement and growth of the West, centering on strong female lead characters who marry 
men lacking the same strength of character.
1.The phrase “embarked on” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to …….. . 

1) took a trip to 2) started out on 3) improved upon 4) had an opinion about 
2. The word “break” in paragraph 2 could best be replaced by …….. .  
 1) act of cutting 2) crack  3) bit of fortune 4) rest
3. The word ‘‘repudiates” in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to …….. . 
 1) refuses to accept 2) lives up to 3) tries to understand 4) makes the best of 
4. The word ‘‘protagonist” in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to …….. . 
 1) big enemy 2) interested reader 3) skilled worker 4) lead character 
5. The word ‘‘irresponsible” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to …….. . 
 1) reckless 2) reliable 3) excited 4) emotional 
6. The phrase ‘‘take great pains” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to …….. . 
 1) work hard 2) recognize hurtfully 3) accept clearly 4) hurt agonizingly 
7. The word ‘‘endured” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to …….. . 
 1) lasted 2) tested 3) waited 4) limited

so big

Show Boat



  

CimarronGiant

(context)

She embarked on her career by working as a newspaper reporter.

-ed 

  break 

Her big  break came with the novel So Big, which was awarded the pulitzer.

break big 

bit of fortune

conflict
instead

The main conflict in the novel is between a mother who places a high value on hard work and honor and a son who repudiates
his mother’s values, instead preferring the easier path.    

conflict

protagonistnovel  
(main idea)



reckless

.(word formation) irresponsible

response (n) + - able   →  responsible (adj) 

ir  -  + responsible  →  irresponsible – 

Part B

pain

take great pains to do sth
(context)

……… irresponsible man who leaves her with a daughter she must take great pains to support. 
…

take great pains

The novel was made into a musical that has  endured to the present. 

lead character:repudiate:embark on:
lack:feature (v):career:

protagonist:break (n):
dilemma:literature:
charismatic:conflict:
epic:honor:

––



  

(context)

diabetes

The word / phrase X is  closest in meaning to …………… .
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Technique 4  

Passage 1

Basketball was invented in 1891 by a physical education instructor in Springfield, Massachusetts, by the name of James 

Naismith. Because of the terrible weather in winter, his physical education students were indoors rather than outdoors. They 
really did not like the idea of boring, repetitive exercises and preferred the excitement and challenge of a game. Naismith 
figured out a team sport that could be played indoors on a gymnasium floor, that involved a lot of running, that kept all team 
members involved, and that did not allow the tackling and physical contact of American-style football. 

What is the main idea of this passage? 
1) The life of James Naismith 2) The history of sports 

 3) Physical education and exercise  4) The origin of basketball

.
(main idea) 

topic sentence

(supporting sentences)

Passage 2

The extremely hot and humid weather that occurs in the United States in July and August is commonly called the ‘‘dog 

days’’ of summer. This name comes from the star Sirius, which is known as the Dog Star. Sirius is the brightest visible star, 
and in the hot summer months it rises in the east at approximately the same time as the Sun. As ancient people saw this star 
rising with the Sun when the weather was at its hottest, they believed that Sirius was the cause of the additional heat; they 
believed that this bright star added its heat to the heat of the Sun, and these two together made summer weather so unbearably 
hot.



  

The main idea of this passage is that ……. . 
 1) the name for the hot summer days comes from Sirius, the Dog Star 
 2) extremely hot weather bothers dogs in summer 
 3) the hottest days occur in the summer because of the movements of the Sun and stars 
 4) Sirius rises at almost the same time as the Sun during the summer months. 

‘‘dog days ’’

Passage 3

Before ballpoint pens or fountain pens, pens were made from goose feathers. These goose feathers, called quills, were 

sharpened and dipped into inkwells, where they absorbed enough ink to write a few words. It was necessary to keep an inkwell 
very close by, as frequent dipping was necessary. 

These quill pens were one of the earliest products ‘‘designed’’ specifically for left  and right- handed people. Feathers from 

the left wing of the goose worked best for right handers because of the way that the feathers arched. Feathers form the right 

wing were preferred by left handers. 

Which of the following is the best title for this passage? 
 1) Early Ballpoint and Fountain Pens 2) Quill pens for Lefties and Righties 
 3) Where Quill Pens Came From 4) Various Uses for Goose Feathers

quill

quill


